
 

Muse-NewsNOW! 
UN-BRAIN-LEAVABLE! CRANIUM CONFERENCE OPENS 
- Felicity Entwhistle, psychic corresponant 

This week our fair city once again plays host to one of 
country’s premier psychic conventions, the Cranium 
Conference (sponsored by the Cranium Shopping Mall), 
this year hosted by local Museford resident and Sensitive, 
Cassidy (21). The organisers of the conference, PSYCHE, 
have stated that “We hope to once again provide an 
opportunity for psychics in all walks of life to meet and 
discuss their experience of projection, make friends and 
network all in a safe supportive environment.” Cassidy, 
when asked by this reporter about what it is like to be 
hosting such a prestigious gathering, responded “Yeah, this 

is so totally cool! I can’t wait to show everyone my 
Headspace!” The Cranium Conference will take place one 
a week for 3 hours, from 7 until 10pm, for 7 weeks. 
Whether this year’s end of conference party can top last 
year’s extravaganza remains a matter for speculation 
among Museford’s psychic community. Although non-
psychic receptives are unable to participate in the 
conference, PSYCHE encourages anyone interested in 
psychic assistance to contact Cassidy who can share their 
enquiry with conference attendees (cont. pg. 23) 

CHAD-TORIA MAKE IT OFFICIAL!  
- Diana Dawkins, Ed in chief 
Local celebrities Chad Donovan (34), star Captain of the 
Museford Mantatees, and singer, model and actress 
Victoria de Virve (35) have officially announced their 
engagement, the Muse-News can report. Having lived 
together in their exclusive Forgetmenot hill address for 
several years, the hottest couple in town have now decided 
to go for the big M. Veronica announced their engagement 
in a post on Chirper “So happy #soulmates 
#SayYEStoDREAMS” which has now attracted over 
200,000 re-Chirps. Museford Manatees teammates have 
expressed their support, with rear-forward Ryan Tzalga 

chirping “Whole team’s behind you captain! Wishing you 
and VV the best #YourAStar”. The wedding will take place 
in a week’s time in an intimate ceremony at St Drogo’s 
church, followed by an extravagant no-expense spared 
party at the Museford Manor estate, rumoured to feature an 
ice rink, a three-story swimming pool and live 
performances from multiple chart-topping artists. Tickets 
for the over 400 guests are by invitation only, however for 
those readers not cool enough to bag an invite to the party 
of the decade, the Muse-News will be releasing exclusive 
photos of the event in coming issues (cont pgs 2-4) 

ELECTION FEVER 
- Steve Turl, political analyst 
A mayoral election has been official declared, the electoral 
comission has announced, with polling day set for five 
weeks time. Currently the only candidate declared is 
incumbent mayor Christopher Politick, who stated “I am 
confidant that the hardworking people of Museford will see 
what I have achieved, and will continue to lend me their 

support”. However, with the mayor attracting criticism for 
not delivering on his promise of a “new Museford”, as well 
as reports of scandal at the Town Hall, we can be sure that 
others will soon be throwing their hat into the electoral ring 
(cont. pg 3) 

HUNT FOR THE MUSEFORD MONSTER: THE POO PROVES IT?  
- Diana Dawkins 
  We report again on our long-running investigation into the 
mysterious case of the MUSEFORD MONSTER. Local 
Musechester residents Wendell and Agatha Benthwright 
have declared they have obtained shocking new evidence 
of the beast: an inexplicably large fecal deposit found in 
Museford Forest, “I’ve never seen anything like it” said 

Agatha (67) “and I’ve worked in sanitation for over 20 
years – its gotta be a monster”. The “Terrifying Turd” is 
now available to view for £2.50 a ticket in the 
Benthwrights’ backyard. Experts at the MCU department 
of scatology declined to comment. (cont. pg 5) 

HR BOSS DISAPPEARENCE – BODY FOUND? 
New Finland Yard have not announced any new leads in the bizarre disappearance of businessman Victor Bowers (58), 
director of the Museford-based personal and consulting firm Memetic Resources, however sources inside the pathology 
department indicate a body, possibly belonging to Mr Bowers, has been recovered from the Muse river (cont. pg 6)  

MANY GOOD RETURN(TICKET)S!  
Synapse transit system celebrates 25th birthday. Despite the occasion ticket prices remain unchanged (pg. 10) 

CAN EARWAX CURE CANCER? 
A shocking new study from the MCU department of medicine and oncology says “no”. (pg 12) 

NOW! Only  45p 


